Erskine Overnight
Guests 2014
A
Musa Al-Gharbi has a MA in philosophy, and BA's in Near-East Studies from the
University of Arizona. He combines history, economics, semiotics, and theology to
examine geopolitics and current events. Tonight the reason Turkey blocked a YouTube
video. Turkey was planning a “false flag” event to justify war with Syria . Turkey was
caught red handed. Musaalgharbi.blogspot.com/ 4/5/14
Mirella Amato is a beer expert, educator, evangelist. She is a member of the
International beer-tasting elite as one of seven Certified Master Cicerones. You’ll
discover the variety, quality, history, craft, and sheer pleasure to be found in beer as
there is in wine. Her book Beerology will make you a pro in no time. You’ll be having
beer tasting parties and discover the best beers to pair with various foods.
http://Beerology.ca 7/12/14
Father Jack Ashcraft is a Byzantine Catholic priest and Exorcist. He is an independent
author with an uncompromising stand for Christianity and Biblical truth. His monthly
column The Bare Fisted Cleric is offered by The Watchman Theological Journal. He is
the author of Fallen Angels and Nephilim: The Original Evil, Ecclesiac Militantis: a
Course in Spiritual Warfare and Exorcism, Enochian Enigma: Fallen Angels ,
Nephilim, and Alien Abduction, and the incredible Black Sun Agenda.
www.thetrueexorcist.com 3/8/14

B
Dr. Timothy Ball PhD. Is the first Canadian to obtain a Ph.D. in Climatology. Dr Ball was
Professor of Climatology at the University of Winnipeg for over 25 years. Dr. Ball exposes the
top climate change myths. These myths are being exposed as people around the world are
questioning the global warming agenda. Tonight we discuss Dr. Ball’s just released The
Deliberate Corruption of Climate Science. The abuse and corruption of science to manipulate
and control society for the New World Order Agenda. www.drtimball.com 1/18/14, 3/22/14,
6/14/14, 8/9/14, 10/25/14, 11/29 (RBN)

Elizabeth Baron over the last 3 decades has been featured on radio,television, and
newspapers, and amassed a record as “The World's Most Documented Psychic”. As
one of the world's most respected and accurate psychics, her revelations have helped
others see their real purpose, create emotional stability, and self responsibility. Her work
with law enforcement has proven amazingly accurate. Elizabeth has St. Catherine of
Siena as her spirit guide. She has finished her autobiography LOVE & LIGHT An
Autobiography of the Most Documented True Life Modern-Day Mystic of Our Time.
Www.ElizabethBaron.com 1/4/14
David Bego is President/CEO of Executive Management Services a commercial
cleaning company in Indianapolis Indiana. His company began with 2 accounts in
Indianapolis in 1989. He now has over 5000 employees in 36 states from coast to coast.
His company is an environmental leader. He is trying to protect his employees to have
freedom to have a secret union ballot. His books The Devil at Our Doorstep
Protecting Employee Rights and The Devil at Our Doorstep Exposing the Real
Agenda of Big Labor examines why the so-called Employee Free Choice Act is a direct
threat to free enterprise. Tonight SEIU and Obamacare.
www.theDevilatourDoorstep.com 5/17/14, 8/9/14, 9/27/14
Craig Bergman is a political insider and strategist and an expert on religion, politics and
our culture. He’s President of Patriots for Christ an organization trying to get our pastors
involved in standing up for our Constitution and restoring us to a nation of integrity,
morality, and respect. He is producer of the soon to be released UnFair: The IRS
Movie. The IRS has targeted Conservative Americans , is riddled with scandals, breaks
its’ own rules, and now is the administrative enforcement arm of Obamacare. Listen to
Mr. Bergman’s radio program www.AmericasWakeUpCall.net and learn more about
UnFair: The IRS Movie at www.CraigBergman.info 3/29/14, 8/16/14
Willian Binney is a former 30 year high-level National Security Agency intelligence
official who, after his 2001 retirement, blew the whistle on NSA surveillance programs.
His outspoken criticism of the NSA during the Bush Administration made him the
subject of FBI investigation and a 2007 raid on his home. The excesses revealed by Mr.
Binney have been confirmed by Edward Snowden. Mr. Binney took seriously his oath to
“uphold and defend the Constitution of the United States of America, against all
enemies foreign and domestic.” www.ExposeFacts.org 6/14/14
Jeffrey C. Borneman has been a Wall Street financial consultant for over 30 years. His
expertise is in trading equities, debt securities, and various commodities. He has been
an active energy trader and formulated the MDEF Strategy for our current era of crisis
investing. This strategy reflects global economic upheaval, by understanding and
predicting geopolitical, currency, environmental, and legislative risks. Mr. Borneman
established and owns Rampart Portfolio Partners LLC and offers securities through
Cambridge Investment Research Inc. Tonight we will discuss new world banking as
established by the BRICS nations and the new oil…water. www.RampartPortfolios.com
7/26/14

Sanford C. (Sandy) Botkin is an attorney, CPA, and Chief Executive Officer and Principal
Lecturer of the Tax Reduction Institute based in Washington, DC area. His books Achieve
Financial Freedom, Lower Your Taxes, and Real Estate Tax Secrets of the Rich. Mr. Botkin
has helped Americans save millions on their taxes and led them to financial freedom. Through
his books and seminars. We’ll discuss ways to lower your taxes, stealing from the elderly, and
tax insurance uncovered. www.TaxReductionInstitute.com5/3/14, 8/23/14

Dr. Francis A. Boyle Ph.D. is a professor of international law at the University of Illinois
College of Law. He is a harsh critic of the foreign policy of the United States under
George W. Bush and now Barrack Obama. Dr. Boyle is author of Biowarefare and
Terrorism and Destroying Libya and World Order: Three Decade U.S. Campaign to
Terminate the Qaddafi Revolution. Tonight we’ll discuss are we in violation of the
Biological Weapons Anti-terrorism Act of 1989, which was written by Professor Boyle,
and passed unanimously by both houses of Congress. 3/8/14, 6/28/14, 11/1/14

C
Cheryl Chumley is a professional journalist with over 15 years experience covering
politics, and in-depth analysis pieces which have won numerous awards. She is noted
for aggressive use of Freedom of Information Act laws to hold officials accountable.
Mrs. Chumley is a Bob Novak Fellow, and a reporter for The Washington Times.
Tonight her just released Police State U.S.A: How Orwell’s Nightmare is Becoming Our
Reality. This book is a MUST read if you care about freedom.
CherylChumley.blogspot.com 6/14/14, 7/12/14, 8/30/14
Dr. Michael S. Coffman Ph.D. , is a highly respected scientist and ecologist who has been
involved in ecosystem research for over 20 years in academia and industry. Dr. Coffman is
President of Environmental Perspectives Inc. and Director of Sovereignty International. His
Book, Saviors of the Earth? The politics and Religion of Environalism exposed the
pantheistic environmentalist phenomenon. Dr. Coffman’s DVD’s Global Warming or Global
Governance and Global Warming, Emerging Science received accolades from around the
world. Rescuing America offers hope a to restore our Constitutional Republic. PLUNDERED:
How Progressive Ideology Is Destroying America is about the plans of the New World Order
Elites for America. His latest book Radical Islam In The House: The Plan toTake America for
the Global Islamic State is 85 pages of truth. www.AmericaPlundered.com
www.discerningtoday.org 5/17/14, 8/2/14

Dr. Jerome Corsi Ph.D. Is the Senior Staff Reporter for World Net Daily, In 2004 Dr.
Corsi co-authored the #1 New York Times bestseller Unfit for Command-Swift Boat
Veterans Speak Out Against John Kerry. In the last 5 years Dr. Corsi has written 5
NewYork Times Bestselling non-fiction books including the blockbuster Obama Nation
and Atomic Iran, Bad Samaritans, his latest best-seller is Who Really Killed
Kennedy. This is the best book ever on the Kennedy assassination a coup that set the
course that altered the world. Dr. Corsi is Senior Managing Director at Gifford
Securities. He writes a weekly subscription newsletter entitled Red Alert, on strategic
economic issues, on World Net Daily. 1776Nation.com www.redalert.wnd.com 2/15,
11/8/14 (RBN)

Sue Crum is the former President of the San Diego Chapter of the National Association
of Professional Organizers. She is also the Principal Accredited Staging Professional of
the R.E.D. team. Her objective is to strive for excellence so your property shines above
others and sells for the most money in the least time. Her new book Clear Your
Clutter: 50 Ways to Organize Your Life, Home, or Business So You Can Be More
Calm, Focused , or Happy will be available by summer 2014. Sue’s background is in
interior redesign and real estate investing. www.theredteam.com 4/19/14

D
Mark Davis M.D. has published hundreds of articles concerning healthcare delivery, the
politics of healthcare, science, nutrition, and current events. The Millenium Diet
became a NY Times bestseller. His second book , Demons of Democracy , exposes
how lawyers and legislators are undermining America’s traditions and institutions. Dr.
Davis has zeroed in on Obamacare: Dead on Arrival what we can expect as it comes
into effect. We must take responsibility for our own healthcare.
www.healthnetreviewservices.com 3/15/14
Clara Del Villar is the founder CEO & Editor in Chief of the Hispanic Post. It’s goal is
to assist Latino Business to grow and prosper. She has a background in business
working with Nortel Networks, Energy Venture Fund, Enertech Capital, Public
Technology, Acorn Energy, plus she served as adjunct professor in Entrepreneurship at
Baruch College. www.HispanicPost.com 7/19
Michael Dozier Ph.D. is a member of the Project 21 black leadership network. He
works with Start-EMS in humanitarian aid missions in Asia, Africa, America, and the
Balkins. He has advanced studies in Homeland Security, Risk Analysis, Emergency
Management, and Disaster Preparedness. Mr. Dozier is a spokesman for
www.TeaParty.org, a political host for Rant2014.com and a reporter for
Examiner.com 7/19/14

E
Jonathan W. Emord, principal of Emord and Associates, practices constitutional and
Food and Drug law in Washington D.C. before the federal courts and agencies. He is
the only attorney in American history to defeat the FDA eight times in federal court,
seven times on First Amendment grounds. Emord is rated “AV” (preeminent in the law,
the highest possible legal rating in both legal ability and ethics) by the MartindaleHubbell organization. Mr. Emord is the author of Global Censorship of Health
Information, The Rise of Tyranny, and the incredible new Restore the Republic.
www.emord.com 1/18, 2/15, 3/22, 5/10, 6/7, 7/7, 7/26, 10/11/14
Erskine will present predictions for 2015 plus answer your questions as to your future in
these uncertain times. This promises to be a fun freewheeling hour. This is a re-start of
a tradition he began years ago. Your calls will be greatly appreciated as this hour is

largely
About you, my listening audience. www.erskineonradio.com 12/20/14, 12/27/14 (RBN)

F
Ann Fishman is the courageous writer and producer of Silent Conquest: The end of
Freedom of Speech in the West. It seems that political correctness has run amock to a
point where we are unable to discuss and point out terrorists, hatrid, anti-female, and
those who want to murder anyone with any disagreement to their religious tenants. The
final result will be the elimination of Democracy, freedom of speech, and enslavement of
women. In this amazing film John Guandolo and Clare Lopez past guests on this
program are interviewed plus a host of other individuals concerned about our freedom
of speech. www.sanctum-enterprises.com 6/7/14
Colin Flaherty is an award winning investigative writer whose work has appeared in
over 1000 publications worldwide, including The New York Times, LA Times, Boston
Globe, Washington Post and Time magazine. He has won over 40 journalism awards
and hosts a talk radio show on WDEL 1150 in Wilmington Delaware. He's the author of
Redwood to Deadwood the story of a 53 year old dude hitchhiking across America.
His latest book, White Girl Bleed a Lot is an Amazon best seller where he addresses a
race relation facts in America. Tonight “Black Mobs Terrorize Victoria’s Secret
Shoppers” from WND & The Drudge Report. WhiteGirlBleedaLot.com 2/22/14, 4/5/14,
6/7/14, 7/26/14, 8/23/14, 11/22/14 (RBN)
Dr. Margaret Flowers MD is an activist for truth. She was an advocate for single payor
health insurance and was a leader in various “occupy” movements including a “tax day”
protest against Bank of America. She was arrested in an anti-war protest December
2010 in front of the White House. Her mission and radio show has the objective to “clear
the FOG: Speaking truth to expose the forces of greed“.
www.mixcloud.com/clearingthefog/ 5/24/14
Dr. Flowers believes telling the truth is imparative in this age of propaganda. I disagree
with many of her stands, but I know we have many fundamental similarities. We will
stand arm in arm to protest the corporate takeover of the internet via net neutrality
rulings proposed by the FCC. www.writingforpeace.org
Sandy Frazier is a world renown singer, writer, artist, photographer, and is CEO and
founder of the country's finest PR company. She is a mixed media artist. Her art
encapsulates qualities of mysticism and allegory. Her books include Windows of My
Soul and the soon to be released The Art of an American Girl. You’ve got to hear her
CD’s New York Mood, A Very Private Person, and Baptized Again. This Holy
Season examine the spiritual works of Sandy Frazier, you just might feel yourself
becoming more in touch with your spiritual side. This lady is an “Expressionist for the
21st Century.” I was honored to do the last interview with the worlds most documented

medium Elizabeth Baron, Sandy’s mother. SandyFrazier.com
Www.SandyPR.com1/4/14, 12/20/14 (RBN)
Elana Freeland was a Waldorf school pioneer, storyteller, lecturer, and writer. She has
written for alternative publications and dedicated to giving non-mainstream issues a
voice. Over the last 20 years she has ghostwritten several books on diverse topics and
edited stories of survivors of MK-ULTRA and ritual abuse. She is also the author of
Sub Rosa America series , a fictional history of America post Kennedy Assassination.
Her latest, just released , Chemtrails,HAARP, and the Full Spectrum Dominance of
Planet Earth. This is an incredible book. www.thefreeland.me 10/4/14, 11/29/14 (RBN)

G
Brigitte Gabriel is the Founder and President of Act for America. She is a leading
national security expert providing information and analysis on the rise of Islamic
terrorism. Ms. Gabriel has addressed major political leaders and U.S. Pentagon, FBI,
and our military leadership and organizations. She is a regular guest on Fox News,
CNN, and MSNBC. She also is fluent in Arabic, English, French, and Hebrew. In her
spare time she has written 2 NY Times Best Sellers, BECAUSE THEY HATE: A
survivor of Islamic Terror Warns America and THEY MUST BE STOPPED.
www.ActforAmerica.org 10/25/14
Andrew Gause explained The Secret World of Money 20 years ago. This best seller
examined the start of money, bonds, the IMF, and de-mystified the Federal Reserve. He
knows and wrote the book on Federal Reserve that is neither Federal nor containing
reserves. His new Uncle Sam Cooks the Books and The World of Money Newsletter
should be required reading for anyone seeking privacy and safety of their funds. We’ll
discuss “grandmother‘s doubt“. 800) 468-2646 www.AndyGause.com 3/1/14, 6/21/14,
8/2/14
Mark “Oz” Geist spent a dozen years in the Marines including intelligence unit, Chief of
Police in a Colorado Town and Security Contractor to the Department of State, Kris
“Tanto” Paronto after being a member of the Army’s 75th Ranger Regiment he worked
over a decade as a contract security operator. He went on to get a Master’s Degree in
Criminal Justice and is an insurance adjuster. Both were together on a fateful day,
9/11/12 in Benghazi where they became heros and lives were forever changed, lost and
saved. Their book 13 Hours is THE Inside Account of What Really Happened in
Benghazi. 10/18/14, 12/13/14 (RBN)
Joel Gilbert a graduate of the University of London and the London School of
Economics. He is a contributing editor for the national security and foreign policy
website Highway 61 Entertainment, re he specializes in documentaries. His movies
include Bob Dylan, The Beatles, Farewell Israel, Atomic Jihad, Dreams from My
REAL Father: the TRUE Life Story of Barack Obama, and now There’s No Place Like
Utopia which examines Barrack Obama as the “Wizard of Oz” and Detroit as our future

unless we return to faith, family, and hard work. Theatrical release July 2014.
www.theresnoplacelikeutopia.com 5/24/14, 11/8/14 (RBN) 12/13/14 (RBN)
Rick Goldschmidt is the Historian/Biographer for Rankin/Bass Productions, his books include
Mad Monster Party, The Enchanted World of Rankin/Bass: A Portfolio, and The Making of
Rankin/Bass Holiday Classic: Rudolph The Red Nosed Reindeer. All have become best
sellers, selling out of first editions. Rick is also a musician having played with The Starving
Artists and recorded with members of The Gin Blossoms. Tonight is dedicated to Arthur Rankin
Jr., Rudolph whose Rankin/Bass classic turns 50 and Animagic. Miserbros.com 12/20/14 (RBN)

Adam Gorightly been called “a crackpot historian of the very hippest sort.” His books
about the Manson Family, Who‘s Who in the Manson Family and Shadow of Santa
Susana have become classics. Mr. Gorightly’s books about the enigmatic Kerry
Thornley, Historia Discordia, The Prankster and the Conspiracy, and his latest
Caught in the Crossfire: Kerry Thornley, Oswald, and the Garrison Investigation adds
a bizarre twist to the Kennedy assassination. There are few answers to Adam’s rants,
but they pose questions only the brave or seriously warped would dare ponder Adam’s
take on the most serious questions of the 20th and 21st century mixes fact and fiction to
a point that everything he says must be true or everything must be a lie. 51 years after
that fateful day in Dallas mysteries remain of the greatest crime of the century, whose
implications have created the world we have today. www.AdamGorightly.com 11/15/14
(RBN)
John Guandolo a 1989 graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy served nearly 7 years as
an infantry/reconnaissance Marine Officer. In 1996 he joined the FBI where he was
assigned to the Counterterrorism Division in the Washington Field Office. Mr. Gunndolo
created and implemented the FBI’s first Counterterrorism Training and Educational
Program. His emphasis was on the Muslim Brotherhood in the U.S. and the global
Islamic movement. He is an adjunct instructor at the U.S. Army War College. His books
include, Shariah: The Threat to America and the new Raising A Jihadi Generation:
Understanding the Muslim Brotherhood In America. www.UnderstandingTheThreat.com
10/25/14
Paul Gunter is a lead spokesperson in nuclear reactor hazards and security concerns.
He acts as the regulatory watchdog over the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
nuclear power industry. He has appeared on The Lehrer News Hour, BBC World News,
and Amy Goodman’s Democracy Now. He has been an ardent critic of atomic power
development for over 30 years. Tonight we’ll discuss what’s next for Fukushima and
what this disaster portends for U.S. nuclear power plants. www.beyondnuclear.org
3/22/14
Michael Gurnow is a former English instructor at Southeast Missouri State University.
His linguistic training and Masters thesis was overseen by an active NSA language
analyst who worked at Edward Snowden’s last assignment before he fled the country.
Mr. Gurnow has over 10 years experience in IT and internet security plus informal legal
training in First Amendment Rights. His book The Edward Snowden Affair is riveting
and frightening . This is a MUST read. 5/31/14

H-I
Micah Hanks is a writer, researcher, lecturer, and radio personality who addresses
history, politics, scientific theories, and unexplained phenomena. He is the author of
Reynolds Mansion, Magic Mysticism and the Molecule, UFO Singularity, Ghost
Rockets, and is featured in Lost Secrets of the Gods: The Latest Evidence of Ancient
Astronauts, Precursor Civilizations, and Secret Societies. Mr. Hanks article is“To the
West, the Largest: Giants in Native American Myth and Folklore”. There is compelling
evidence that around the world existed a race of giants. Listen to his weekly radio
program is on KGRA, Global Radio Alliance Monday nights 7-10 PM Eastern.
www.MicahHanks.com 9/13/14
Norio Hayakawa, was the authority on The Secrets of Area 51 as the former director
of the CIVILIAN INTELLIGENCE NETWORK. Norio tells about our nation’s latest
weaponry and the “Alien cover-up”. You’ll learn about mind control projects, holograms,
and more. Now Mr. Hayakawa has gone to the latest “secret facility” Dulce New Mexico
where he examines Bio-Warfare and Project Blue Beam. Tonight Triangular UFO’s,
Man-Made UFO’s and the October 4th New Mexico UFO Conference.
www.nmufoconferance.com 9/20/1
Billy Hayes who worked on HAARP, Chemtrails and has much to say about MK Ultra.
Elana Freeland was a Waldorf school pioneer, storyteller, lecturer, and writer. She has
written for alternative publications and dedicated to giving non-mainstream issues a
voice. Over the last 20 years she has ghostwritten several books on diverse topics and
edited stories of survivors of MK-ULTRA and ritual abuse. She is also the author of
Sub Rosa America series , a fictional history of America post Kennedy Assassination.
Her latest, just released , Chemtrails,HAARP, and the Full Spectrum Dominance of
Planet Earth. This is an incredible book. She will be joined by. We’ll also discuss the
latest weapons that transcend anything most could imagine including the electromagnetic Growler and radiation weaponry. www.thefreeland.me 11/29/14 (RBN)
Michael Herzog, is the host of America Awakening which can be heard weekdays at 7
PM eastern on Republic Broadcasting. Michael has a varied career in entertainment.
He’s motivated to awaken America, not only to problems, but opportunities, What
separates Michael is he challenges us to be pro-active in our lives and to create our
own destiny. Michael brings a Christmas present/opportunity for a better 2015. You’ll
want to consider his message to achieve freedom and independence.
www.republicbroadcasting.org 12/20/14 (RBN)
Craig Hickman is a writers writer. His novels makes you an “insider” and opens the
secrets of the “club” to the reader. To call Concealed Measures a thriller is tantamount
to calling Sinatra a singer or the Mona Lisa a painting. Concealed Measures is about
the forces that are about to topple the world’s fragile economic system. It’s no accident,
but the ultimate financial conspiracy. Mr. Hickman’s 15 books include best-sellers The
Oz Princille, The Strategy Game, Creating Excellence, Mind of a Manager Soul of

a Leader and The Insiders. www.craighickman.com 6/21/14, 9/13/14
Sharon Hill is a geologist and author of the Doubtful Blog about science ans

pseudoscience aimed at the public. She explores the intersection of science and
understanding as a student in the Science and public Ed.M. graduate program at the
State University of New York in Buffalo. She’s active in the skeptic community while still
enjoying monsters, magic, and mysteries. She enjoys opening children’s minds to
question, and explore, with critical thinking. www.Skeptic.com http://doubtfulnews.com
4/26/14
James Hirsen J.D., M.A. is a New York Times best selling author of Tales from the
Left Coast and Hollywood Nation. As a commentator, media analyst, and law
professor he is sought after for his expertise in the entertainment industry, media
psychology, current events, and cultural matters. He has appeared on The O’Reilly
Factor, Fox & Friends, Your World with Neil Cavuto, Hardball with Chris Matthews, CNN
Headline News, Showbiz Tonight, the BBC, and other TV programs. Hirsen teaches law
at both Trinity Law School and Biola University. If that wasn’t enough he was the
keyboardist for the legendary Temptations. Tonight the Oscars and Hollywood’s
disillusionment with liberalism. www.JamesHirsen.com 2/8/14, 5/17/14
Chad Holsclaw a.k.a. “Dr. Truth” has the reputation as America's best known
investigative researcher and author of A Year In Static. He is currently the host of
“Earth” which can be heard every Saturday from 10 PM until Midnight Eastern. He
discusses the impact of the New World Order and what we can do to restrain their
attempted domination. Www.EarthRadioNetwork.com 1/25/14

J-K
Frank Joseph is the editor-in-chief of Ancient American magazine and author of , ,
Advanced Civilizations of Pre-Historic America, and the incredible Lost Worlds of
Ancient America. Tonight we’ll discuss The Lost Colonies of Ancient America as we
explore the original Americans Sumerians, Egyptians, Phoenicians, Africans, Hebrews,
Kelts, Chinese etc.. Just about all ancient civilizations visited, lived in, and traded with
the lands we call the Americas. www.ancientAmerican.com 4/26/14
Dr. Larry Kawa DDS is a successful entrepreneur and owner/director of his own
orthodonic practice in South Florida. Dr. Kawa has written extensively about
Obamacare and it's implications for all Americans especially small business owners. If
this initial roll out is any indication Americans must do all they can to remain healthy. Dr.
Kawa believes the employer mandate will be far worse than the website.
http://theAmerican.net 2/1/14, 2/8/14, 4/19/14
Susan Katz Keating is a true investigative journalist who is deeply concerned about
our national security and our troops who provide this security. SSK is not a Soviet

weapon, but she is certainly a formidable force. While with People magazine she
tackled the 3 M's murder, mayhem, and the military. She trained at Blackwater, and is a
founding trustee for the Americans In Wartime Museum and an officer with Cooking with
the Troops. Her book Prisoners of Hope: exploiting the POW/MIA myth in America.
She's founder of Echo Six Media. Tonight we'll re-examine Bengazi and the New York
Times whitewash of this despicable affair. Www.SusanKatzKeating.com 1/11/14
Bob Kubota is a comedian who reminds me of a cross between Steven Wright and
George Carlan. His dry wit, sarcasm, and deciphering life’s ironies has led him to
perform in all 50 states plus work with USO shows entertaining our troops with “Comics
On Duty” in Iraq, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Bahrain, Japan, Korea, Cuba, Australia plus
other bases worldwide. He has appeared on A&E, TBS,VH-1, and Comedy Central
television networks. When not doing comedy he practices his world-class sleight-ofhand magic and is teaching his rescue dog to play golf. Tonight the satirical side of our
world affairs with this extraordinary entertainer & pundit. www.BobKubotaComedy.com
2/1/ 14

L
Dr. Thomas S. Lee is an experienced and innovative naturopathic physician. Dr. Lee obtained
his Doctorate in Natropathic Medicine from Bastyr University of Seattle in 1986 and in 2006 was
certified as an Advanced Practitioner of Homeopathy. He received the Physician of the Year
award the Arizona Naturopathic Medical Association in 1994 and served as its President in
1995 and 1996. Tonight Dr. Lee will discuss Naturopathy as the realistic solution for modern
healthcare versus the disease for profit system we have in place. We’ll also examine epidemics
in the world and the natural alternatives for your protection. www.naturodoc.com 8/16/14

Claire M. Lopez is a strategic policy and intelligence expert with a focus on Middle
East, national defense, WMD, and counterterrorism issues. She is a former CIA
operations officer with expertise focused on the Soviet Union, Central and Eastern
Europe and the Balkins. Lopez is a Senior Fellow with the Clarion Fund, Vice-President
of The Intelligence Summit, and a Professor at the Centre for Counterintelligence and
Security Studies. She is a guest lecturer at The FBI Academy in Quantico Virginia and
the National Defense Intelligence College in Washington DC. Her two books on Iran
became immediate governmental classroom texts. Tonight direct information on
Benghazi from this respected member of the Citizens Commission on Benghazi.
www.aim.org/benghazi/ 5/3/14

M
Gregory Mannarino is a financial strategist, technical analyst, and a practicing health
care provider. He’s the host of a popular YouTube daily blog and author of 7 books. His
latest, The Politics of Money is a complete update of all of his books. His experience
as a Wall Street analyst for the securities arm of Bear Stearns during the dot-com
bubble gave him the insight to explore and expose finance, economics, government,
and current events on Wall Street and Main Street America. His mission is to make us

aware to become your own central bank. The BYOCB community may be the survivors
in a radically changing America and the world. Tonight we'll discuss the stock markets
prospects. www.gregorymannarino.com www.;traderschoice.net 2/22
Jan Marshall is a humor columnist, Certified Clinical Hypnotherapist, motivational
speaker and author. In 1986 she founded along with Norman Cousins, Dr. Bernie
Siegal, and Steve Allen the International Humor and Healing Institute”. A brain
cancer and tumor survivor, Jan claim that during her operation the doctors discovered a
whoopee cushion which led to best selling books Still Hanging In There:
Confessions of A Totaled Woman, and her latest, Dancin’ Shmancin with the
Scars: Finding Humor no Matter WHAT. www.authorJanMarshall.com 5/3/14
Robert Mazur spent 5 years laundering money for Columbian drug cartels, working
undercover, to bring down their hierarchy and the international banks that laundered
their fortunes. His work led to prosecution of the world’s 7th largest privately held bank
BCCI and convictions of many of their senior bank officials. His book My Secret Life
Inside the Dirty Banks Behind Pablo Escobar’s Medellin Cartel is more amazing
and intriguing than any fictional account. You’ll keep saying “this can’t be real” but it is
all true. Mr. Mazur is currently President of Chase & Associates, an investigative agency
that services law firms and corporations throughout the US. www.the-infiltrator.com
3/8/13
Dr. Reg McDaniel MD a graduate of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical
School spent over 20 years practicing astronomical and clinical pathology including
serving as the Director of Pathology & Laboratories and Director of Medical Education
at Dallas-Ft Worth Medical Center. His work in isolating the active principle of Aloe
Vera earned him Discovery of the Year Award in 1996 from the American Naturopathic
Medical Association. Dr. McDaniel is currently Director of Research at Wellness Quest
LLC. www.Drreg.com 9/20/14
Susie Middleton is a cook, writer, and a farmer. She is the former chief editor of Fine
Cooking Magazine and author of Fast Fresh and Green and The Fresh Green Table:
Delicious Ideas for Bringing Vegetables Into Every Meal. Mrs. Middleton’s latest book Is
the beautiful Fresh From The Farm. In 2010 she began growing vegetables and raising
chickens commercially on Martha’s Vineyard. This book is loaded with healthy food ideas.
www.sixburnersue.com 7/19/14

John and MonicaMiller moderate www.investmentclubinternational.ning.com from their
home in Waiheke Island, New Zealand. John worked for 20 years on Wall Street and 20
years with his own investment firm. They are both ex-patriots who have decided that the
time is right to “take it with you” rather than keep your assets at risk in the US. Their
frightening must read is The Coming Banking Holiday: How it will Happen and why
You Should Get Your Savings, Investments, IRA’s, and Gold Overseas Now (while you
still can) . www.banking-holiday.com 3/15/14

Jason Mott holds a BA in fiction an MFA in poetry from the University of North Carolina.
The Returned is his first novel just published March 26th. It was written while Jason
was working as a call center representative for Verizon. He sent a copy to a literary
agent in LA. Then Jason received a call from Brad Pitt who bought the literary rights
sold them to ABC and can now be seen every Sunday as the new ABC hit series The
Resurrection. Needless to say the following day Jason quit his job at the Verizon call
center. JasonMottAuthor.com/ 4/5/14

N-O
Dr. Meryl Nass MD is an internist with special interest in vaccine-induced illnesses. As
a biological warfare epidemiologist, she investigated the world’s largest anthrax
episode, in Zimbabwe, and developed a model for analyzing epidemics to assess
whether they are natural or man-made. She has played a major role in creation of a
coalition that has fought the Anthrax Vaccine Immunization Program. Dr. Nass
understands the dangers posed by a viral epidemic and the difference between what
needs to be accomplished and the rhetoric we’re hearing concerning ebola.
anthraxvaccine.blogspot.com 11/1/14
Pam Oakes is a fourth generation auto technician. She received her ASE certification in
1995 and since then has repaired tens of thousands of vehicles. In 1995 she started
Pam’s Motor City Automotive, Which grew from a one person operation to a 12 bay
10 mechanic shop. Her books are Car Care for the Clueless: How You Can Make
Money While Maintaining Your Vehicle and Car Care for the Clueless: Successful
Used Car Buying 101. Pam’s Car Care for the Clueless can be heard mornings coast
to coast on most CBS radio stations. Tonight, do we need a new car warranty plus
avoiding flood damaged cars. www.CarCarefortheClueless.com
www.pamsmotorcity.net 3/15/14, 8/30/14
Dr. Jane Orient M.D. Is a practicing physician and clinical lecturer in medicine at the
University of Arizona College of Medicine. She is author of Sapira's Art and Science of
Bedside Manner and Your Doctor is NOT in: Healthy Skepticism about National
Health Care. As Executive Director of the Association of American Physicians and
Surgeons she continues a tradition dating from 1943 as a voice for independent
physicians and patients.
Tonight, Obamacare is being shown as the most nefarious transfer of wealth systems
since the founding of the Federal Reserve. Initiated by elites who believed the American
public is “to stupid to make these decisions” www.DrJaneOrient.com 11/15/14 (RBN)

P-Q

Kris “Tanto” Paronto after being a member of the Army’s 75th Ranger Regiment he
worked over a decade as a contract security operator. He went on to get a Master’s
Degree in Criminal Justice and is an insurance adjuster. Mark “Oz” Geist spent a
dozen years in the Marines including intelligence unit, Chief of Police in a Colorado
Town and Security Contractor to the Department of State, Both were together on a
fateful day, 9/11/12 in Benghazi where they became heros and lives were forever
changed, lost and saved. Their book 13 Hours is THE Inside Account of What Really
Happened in Benghazi. 10/18/14, 12/13/14 (RBN)
Liz Peek spent 20 years on Wall Street, most of them as a top-ranked research analyst.
She retired after her 3rd child and became one of America’s most respected columnist
for the New York Sun, Women on the Web, Motley Fool, and Fox News. She also writes
for Dubai based Trends and recently The Fiscal Times. Tonight’s topics the true
unemployment figures, immigration crisis, and time permitting media climate change
bias. www.LizPeek.com 8/9/14
James Perloff is the owner of Refuge Books and the author of Tornado In A
Junkyard, The Case Against Darwin, The Shadows of Power, and his latest, Truth
Is A Lonely Warrior. Mr. Perloff was a radical leftist in college until he discovered that
the left was directing the students into a planned establishment direction. He has served
as a contributing editor for The New American. JamesPerloff.com 6/28/14
Lowell Ponte is the man for all reasons. He worked as Roving Editor of Reader's
Digest for 15 years reporting in 33 countries. He hosted radio talk programs that
were syndicated to over 300 stations. Ponte worked for 4 years as a commentator and
reported with PBS station KCET in Los Angeles. He's the author
of (1976) The Cooling, 2010 Crashing the Dollar, 2011 The Inflation Deception, and
The Great Withdrawal: How the Progressives' 100-Year Debasement of America and
the Dollar Ends.. He is a former futurist for a Pentagon-consulted think tank. He's
currently a columnist for Newsmax and has been a guest on The Today Show, David
Letterman, and Good Morning America. Tonight the just released Don’t Bank On It:
The Unsafe World of 21st Century Banking. Call (800) 630-1494 for a FREE copy.
www.newsmax.com/Blogs/LowellPonte1/18, 3/1, 4/26, 5/31, 9/20, 11/1/14, 12/6/14
Sidney Powell served in the Department of Justice for 10 years and for the last 20
years has devoted her private practice to federal appeals. She was the youngest
Assistant U.S Attorney and later became Chief of the Appellate Section for the Western
and Northern Districts of Texas. Sydney Powell is recognized by her peer as a “Super
Lawyer” and named as one of the “Best Lawyers In America” for years. Her Amazon
best-selling book Licensed To Lie reads like a legal thriller as she reveals disturbing
events, missteps, cover-ups, malfeasance, and corruption of justice.
www.Licensetolie.com www.seeking-justice.org 7/5/14, 10/11/14
Larry Pratt is the Executive Director of Gun Owners of America. GOA has a national
membership of over 300,000 Americans dedicated to promoting their 2nd Amendment
freedom to keep and bear arms. GOA provides legal assistance for those battling

Federal agencies, and lobbying our lawmakers. Tonight General Shinseki’s concern
over gun bans overshadowing veterans welfare. Show your support.
http://gunowners.org/ 5/31/14, 8/16/14

R
Cameron Reddy is an attorney who has taught the lawful use of deadly force for over
10 years. He believes in the Constitution, America, Buddy Holly and especially the Big
Bopper. In law school he took note that law is supposed to be based on based on
precidence and the Constitution. His professors espoused a much different doctrine of
Marxism. In the 1990's he wrote the outlandish A Perfect Union. He has just released
this novel with the revised title By Force of Patriots, that reads like Washington's
agenda. This book is not PC, naturally I loved it. CameronReddy.com 1/4/14
Wayne Allyn Root is an entrepreneur and economist as well as the best-selling author
of 7 books. He is a regular guest on FOX News Channel, as well as radio stations
across America. This REAGAN LIBERTARIAN was the 2008 Libertarian Party VicePresidential nominee. Wayne is a featured speaker at many of the biggest Tea Party
events in America. He is a regular columnist at popular Web sites, FoxNews, Forbes,
Newsmax, Breitbart, WorldNetDaily, DrudgeReport, Glenn Beck's TheBlaze.com and
many more, and is featured in the Washington Times and Las Vegas Review Journal.
Tonight his latest book Death of the Middle Class: How to Save Yourself and Your
Family from the Criminal Conspiracy of the Century. www.rootforAmerica.com 1/25/14,
6//21/14, 8/23/14
Coleen Rowley knew at the age of 11 she would one day become an FBI agent. That
day came in January 1981. She served in the New York Italian/Sicilian Organized crime
heroin task force. In 1990 she became Chief Division Counsel for the Minneapolis
Office. May of 2002 she brought to light details of lapses concerning Zacarias
Moussaoui and the 911 plot. 2002 she testified before Congress concerning problems in
the intelligence community. 2003 Mrs. Rowley warned the Director and administration of
the dangers of an Iraq invasion. She resigned from her “dream job” December 2004.
She is very concerned about the erosion of our privacy rights which we'll address
tonight. Www.ColeenRowley.com 2/1/14

S
Chris Salcedo has spent over 20 years in radio and TV news. He served as an anchor
on the nationally syndicated America’s Radio News Network. He has a financial
services and a background as a conservative political analyst. His novel Liberty Rises
parallels America today. You’ll want to listen to The Chris Salcedo Show Saturdays at

noon eastern on Glen Beck’sThe Blaze Radio Network. Tonight, Welcome to
America, Criminals. The truth about the influx of illegal aliens.
www.conservativehispanics.org 8/2/14
Tom Sawyer, was the head writer for 24 episodes of the classic“Murder She Wrote”.
Sawyer’s first novel The Sixteenth Man is a best seller mystery/thriller based on the
Kennedy Assassination. He wrote, directed, and produced the cult film comedy, Alice
Goodbody, and is co-librettist/lyricist of Jack, the acclaimed opera about John F.
Kennedy. His Storybase 2.0 Software and his book Fiction Writing Demystified are
musts for any aspiring writer. He’s taught writing at UCLA at numerous writers
conferences. His book, No Place To Run is the first novel to suggest the 9/11 hijackers
received help from high up within the US. His latest novel is about a quirky private
detective from New York, now in LA, where he never learned to drive. Cross Purposes
by Tom Sawyer is a fun read. www.ThomasBSawyer.com 7/05, 12/13 (RBN)
Harley Schlanger is the West Coast Coordinator for the Lyndon Larouche Organization and an
economist. Mr. Schlanger knows the European people and leaders. He understands that much
of the world’s economic marching orders are delivered from the city within the city, the London
bankers. Glass Seagall re-inactment will serve to keep banks from gambling in derivatives and
other complicated schemes with our money and re-energize our stalled economy. We’ll discuss
the world’s economic situation. In addition Texas Lyndon LaRouche follower, a black female
Democrat, Kesha Rogers, who’s calling for Obama’s impeachment is surging in the Texas
primary for U.S. Senate. Www.larouchepac.com 800) 922-2907 1/11/14, 3/29/14, 7/12/14,

11/8/14 (RBN)
Ray Sette has been a practicing astrologer and a member of The American Association
of Astrologers since 1990. Ray believes “there is information in the universe that can
help us all create better lives, and one of those tools is astrology.” We’ll look to the
future, examine the past, and see what choices are available and examine astrological
guides for 2014. Astrologer Ray has been my first guest of the year for many years.
Ray’s book The Planets Align So Rare: Twelve Dimensions to the Human Potential,
offers a roadmap for our future and our spiritual renewal. We’ll examine what’s in store
for our country, celebrities, and politics. www.astrologerray.com 1/11/14, 12/27/14
(RBN)
Dr. Charles B. Simone M.D. is an internist, medical oncologist, tumor immunologist,
author, inventor, and health advocate. He has been called “Cancers Worst Enemy” and
founded the Simone Protective Cancer Institute. His Cancer and Nutrition: a ten
point Plan for Prevention and Cancer Life Extension is in its 3rd printing. The Truth
about Breast Cancer, and The Truth about Prostate Cancer set the bar for increased
understanding. How to Save Yourself From A Terrorist Attack and Medical
Hydration: Military Strategy for Military and Athletic Warriors, have aided the military
and Olympians. Dr. Simone’s plan to overhaul healthcare is needed now more than
ever to save our healthcare system, and our country. Tonight protecting yourself from
infectious disease. He has appeared on 60 Minutes, Prime Time Live, Fox News
Channel.Dr. Simone is on the cutting edge of cancer research. www.DrSimone.com
10/11/14

Dr. Marilyn M. Singleton MD, JD is a board certified anesthesiologist and Association
of American Physicians and Surgeons member. She graduated from Stanford,
earned her MD at UCSF Medical School. Dr. Singleton was Assistant Professor of
Anesthesiology and critical care at the prestigious Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.
She earned her legal degree from UC Berkley Law School and focused on
Constitutional and Administrative law. She has set up clinics in El Salvadore, run for
political office, taught classes in elder abuse and Constitutional law, and addressed
physicians at the AAPS annual meeting about challenging the elite. Tonight
Obamacare, where do we stand. Www.aapsonline.org 12/6/14 (RBN)
Reverand Robert Sirico offers answers built upon entrepreneurial solutions rather than
government programs to lift people out of economic distress. Reverand Sirico did
undergraduate studies at USC and the University of London. He noticed that the
religious studies students experienced a lack of fundamental economic principles being
taught. In 1990 he co-founded the Acton Institute www.Acton.org where he currently
serves as it’s President. His book Defending The Free Market is a blueprint for a
restoration of human dignity and success. www.DefendingTheFreeMarket.com. His goal
is to elevate those in poverty. www.PovertyCure.org 7/5/14
Dr. Anne Speckhard Ph.D. Is adjunct Associate Professor of Psychiatry at
Georgetown University Medical School. She has been working with PTSD and has
worked in Europe, the Middle East and the former Soviet Union. She was chair of the
NATO Human Factors & Medicine Research and Technology Group and the UN Roster
of experts for the Terrorism Prevention Branch Office on Drugs and Crime. Dr.
Speckhard consults governments and lectures to security experts worldwide. She is the
author of Talking to Terrorists and Fetal Abduction. Tonight we'll discuss the Boko
Haram abductions. www.AnneSpeckhard.com 5/24/14, 8/30/14
David Spring M.Ed. Was a website consultant, community college instructor, and a
loyal user of Microsoft Windows, Microsoft OfficeWord, and Internet Explorer. In 2012
Microsoft introduced their latest innovation Windows 8 which morphed into Windows8.1
Blue. This difficult to learn “improvement” limits your freedom and capacity to utilize your
computer. He realized there must be a reason for this travesty and hopefully a better
way. Tonight we'll discover the reasons for the new system and the alternative which
provides internet privacy with ease of operation. His book Free yourself From
Microsoft and the NSA is one of the most critical books you should own. It's written
clearly with actual photos of your computer screen. Even I can follow his instructions.
Take heed and prepare before April 8. Www.freeyourselffrommicrosoftandthensa.org
1/18/14, 3/29/14, 4/19/14, 11/22/14 (RBN)
Dr. Mardia Stone MD MHP ia an author, broadcast journalist, and physician. On
August 15th she returned to the country of her birth, Liberia, to assist in the Ebolia crisis.
Dr. Stone served as Senior Technical Advisor and Chief of Staff to the Deputy Minister
of Health of the Republic of Liberia and has advised the Massachusetts General
Hospital Harvard Liberia Work Group since 2009. Prepare to hear an honest objective

report of the facts concerning this disaster and how we can assist the Liberian people
and the world. 10/4/14
Doug J. Swanson is an investigative journalist for the Dallas Daily News. He has been
a finalist in feature writing for a Pulitzer Prize and is a two time winner as the top
newspaper reporter in Texas. He has taught advanced reporting at the University of
North Texas and has been a Knight Fellow in Journalism at Stanford University. His five
fictional Jack Flippo Mystery novels Big Town, Umbrella Man, 96 Tears, Dreamboat,
and House of Corrections all have stellar reviews. His latest book is the non-fiction
story of a Texan who helped create Las Vegas. Blood Aces: The Wild Ride of Benny
Binion, The Texas Cowboy Who Created Las Vegas Poker, is a book you can’t put
down. You’ll love it. www.DougJSwanson.com 10/4/14

T-U-V
Carl Teichrib is a long-time researcher and writer on globalization and its many subtopics. In the past he has attended numerous global governance events as an observer
or participant, allowing him a unique window into the mind-set of the internationalists.
Carl’s work has been utilized by a host of recognized authors, commentators, political
and religious researchers. Presently he’s the editor of Forcing Change, a monthly,
online, intelligence-style journal documenting and analyzing the deeper political,
economic, and religious trends changing our world. Tonight we’ll discuss Social Justice,
the buzz word for radical socialism.. www.forcingchange.org 1/4/14, 2/22/14
Steve Travers is the acclaimed author of over 20 books including Barry Bonds:
Baseball’s Superman, Casey nominated as Best Baseball Book 2002, One Night,
Two Teams: Alabama vs. USC and the Game that Changed a Nation. This book was
the subject of CBS/CSTV documentary Tackling Segregation and is currently in film
development. Again returning to his USC Trojan roots Mr. Travers introduces us to The
Duke, The Longhorns, and Chairman Mao. Bigger than life John Wayne was as much
an icon in real life as on the screen. 6/28/14
Brian Tuohy is a skeptical fan who uncovered the shadow history of the sports world
and the way it interacts with the media and gambling interests in his book The Fix Is In:
the showbiz manipulations of the NFL, MLB, NBA, NHL, and NASCAR will change
your attitude about professional sports. His latest book Disaster Government covers
the governmental plans for continuity of government in case of a major disaster. Top
secret files disclose the plans include the ability to ration all goods and services, control
all governmental services, confiscate all of your possessions including your home and
vehicles, and control all media. Tonight Super Bowl 48 was the fix in?.
www.thefixisin.net www.disastergovernment.com 2/8/14
Frank Vernuccio is the Editor-In-Chief of New York Analysis of Policy and
Government. His weekly radio broadcast The Vernuccio/Allison Report is now

syndicated. Frank founded COMACTA to foster dialogue between citizens. When he
headed up the Worker's Compensation Board following 911 his branch in Manhattan
resolved more claims than ever before in history. www.usagovpolicy.com 9/27/14

W-X
Heather Wagenhals personal finance expert, host of Unlock Your Wealth Radio, and
author of Bushido Business, Yes You Can, and the soon to be released Cracking
Your Money Code. Tonight we’ll discuss preparing for disaster. What is coming, may
be coming, and how we can take steps to prepare. Who and what can we trust to
maintain or grow our income? What should a new graduate, or someone who has lost
their savings to do in the uncertain times? www.UnlockYourWealthRadio.com or
www.CrackingYourMoneyCode.com 5/10/14
Paul Walter escaped the slavery of communism in 1956 at 14 and legally immigrated
to the United States in 1959. He served 3 years in the U.S. Armed Forces was
honorably discharged and became a U.S. citizen in 1965. He is the owner of Walter
Publishing & Research, Inc. He republished the 100 year old book The Coming Battle,
now in it’s 5th printing this is the true history of our national debt. His on-line News With
Views presents the truth of our current situation and offes solutions. This is the best
publication with the best authors anywhere and it’s FREE. Tonight “Will America
Survive?“ www.NewsWithViews.com 9/27/14
Dr.Belinda Barclay-White MD is a board-certified radiologist who specializes in breast
imaging. She immigrated to Phoenix in 1976, completed her diagnostic radiology
residency at St. Joseph’s Hospital in Phoenix. In 1998 she opened Arizona Breastnet
which is one of America’s premier, cutting edge, centers for diagnosis of breast cancer.
Unbelievable strides have been made in early diagnosis and treatment of this
devastating disease. Tonight we’ll learn about the new life saving advances and what
you should know to protect yourself or loved ones. www.breastnet.net 480) 314-7600
5/10/14
Christian Wilde explains how to detect and neutralize Hidden Causes of Heart Attack
and Stroke. Inflammation is cardiology’s newest frontier. You’ll discover the C-reactive
protein as missing link to heart attack and stroke. Mr. Wilde’s book the revolutionary
Miracle Stem Cell Heart Repair. offers hope for those who have suffered heart attacks
and bypass surgery to live a normal, drug free, life. Mr. Wilde is a singer, songwriter,
movie producer, and extraordinary researcher. Tonight we'll discuss the epidemic of
new alzheimer's cases and our ability to stop or reverse this debilitating fatal disease.
www.abigon.com, www.myheartbook.com 2/15/14, 3/1/14, 10/18, 12/6/14

Y-Z

Mitchell Zuckoff is a professor of journalism at Boston University and a former
investigative reporter for the Boston Globe. Mr. Zuckoff’s previous books include,
Judgment Ridge, Choosing Naia, Ponzi’s Scheme, the critically acclaimed Robert
Altman, and the NY Times best selling Lost in Shanghai-La and the amazing true story
Frozen in Time which takes place today and 70 years ago. His latest is the inside
account of THIRTEEN HOURS: What really Happened in Benghazi from the Annex
Security Team. This book is written in the words of those who fought at the annex and
for the first time they set the record straight. www.MitchellZuckoff.com 9/13/14

